March 9, 2016

Re: INTERCEPT® Blood System for Platelets and Plasma
Product Codes INT2110B, INT2210B, INT2510B, INT3110B
Modifications to Exterior Packaging

Dear Valued Customer,

Cerus would like to inform you of upcoming changes to the exterior packaging for INTERCEPT Platelet and Plasma processing sets. These modifications are being made to enhance protection and avoid damage during shipping.

**Description of the Changes**
The shipping carton which holds twenty-four INTERCEPT processing sets will have:
- Reinforced double wall corrugate for the carton and partitions
- Minor dimensional changes (13 mm or less in each dimension) compared to current
- Longer closure flaps on the carton and a new taping pattern

As a result of these changes, the weight for a shipping carton with four partitions increased from 3.7 lb (1.7 kg) to 5.4 lb (2.45 kg). This is not including the weight of the processing sets.

Cerus expects to ship product in the modified exterior packaging in the first or second quarter this year.

Thank you for choosing INTERCEPT for pathogen reduction. If you have any additional questions, please contact your Cerus representative or our Customer Service department.

Sincerely,

Cerus Corporation

Customer Service contact information:
Tel: (855) 835-3523 or Email: CustomerServices.Americas@cerus.com

*INTERCEPT and INTERCEPT Blood Systems are trademarks of CERUS Corporation
REF 01454, v1.0*